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PhysicB. - "Adiabatic lnvariants of Mechanical Systems. lIl". 

By J. M. BURGERS. Supplement N°. 41e to the Oommunieations 
~ 

from the Physiral Laboratory at Leiden. (Communieated by 

Prof. H. KAl\IERLINGH ONNES). 

(Communicated in the meeting of January 27, 1917). 

In the two preceding papers 1) on this subject the question was 
investigated a& to what quantities possess the property of Qeing 
adiabatic lllvariants for those mechanica.! systems in which the 
vanables ean be separated, i.e. where the momenta can be expressed 
by formulae of the form: 

Pk = V Fk (qk, al ... an, a) 

The result obtained was that the "phase-integrals": Ik J dqkPk 

do not change during an adiabatic dishtrbance of the system; this 
concluslOn is closely connected with the quantum formulae as intro
duced by EpSTEIN, DEBYI~ and SOl\IMERFELD, who put these integrals equal 
to integral multiples of PJ,ANCK'S constant. SCHWARZSCHIJ.D 2

), howevcr, 
has put the qllantum formulae into another form, which is far more 
general. He supposes that by means of certain transformations it is 
possible to express the original cóÜrdinates and momenta (q,p) as 
functions of a new system (Q,P), possessing the following properties: 

1. The Q are linea?' functlOns of the time; 
2. the Pare constants ; 
3. the q and pare periodic functions of the Q with a period 

2n; hence for instance: 

These variables Q are the so-called "angular variables" ("Winkel
koordinaten"). He then introduces the quantum formuIae: 

211: 

JdQk' Pk . 2.1l' Pk = nk . l~ + constant. (A). 

o 
If the character of the system is such that the variables ran be 

1) These Proceedings p. 149 and 158. 
2) K. SCHWARZSCHILD, SltZ. Ber. Berl. Akad. p. 548, 1916. 
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separated, it is al ways possihle to introduce angulal' val'iables; in 
th at case tbe fOl'mulae of SCHWARZSCHILD and those of EpSTEIN 

coincide 1). In this paper, ho wever, it will be sbown without making 
use of the sepal'ation of the variables, that - provided certain 
conditions mentioned below are fulfilled - it is always possible to 
choose the qllantitIes Pk in sucb a way that they are ,adiabatie 
invariants. This is of illlportance as the possiblity of introducing 
angular variables is not limited to those systems. 

§ 1. We consider a mechanical system possessing solutions of 
the following form: the coordinates and momenta q and p can be 
expanded into trigonometrie series (multiple Fourier series) proeeeding 
according to siues aud cosines of multiples of n variables '21 ... '2n: 

qk = ~ A~l" 11! \c~sl (mI Ql + ... mil Qll)! 
-Cl> 11 Is~n\ 

. (1) 

Pk= l' B!/l ... m lc~sl (ml Ql + ... ?nll Q,,) 
-00 'I l8~nl 

These variables are linea?' functions of the time: 

Qi = Wi t + El; • (2) 

we limit ourselves to thé case that the mean motions rol are all 
incommensumble. El •.. En are n constants of integration; the rol and 
the coefficients of the trigonometrie series are functions of the 
pal'ameters a occurring in the equations of the system (masses, 
intensity of a field of force, &c.) and of nother integration constants 
PI ... PI!) chosen in such a, way that together with the Q they torm 
a system of eallonical val'iables; the transformation of the q and p 
into the new variables Q and P is a contact-transjol'mation 2). 

We suppose that for a given domain of values of the P the 
series considered are uniformly con~ergent, independent of the value 
of t. 

A method of obtailling solutions of this kind is treated in the 
last chapter of WRITTAKER'S Analytical Dynarnics (Oambridge 1904 3

)): 

Integmtion by Trigonom,etl'ic Series. - lf the Hamilto!lian function is 
a quadl'atic funcüon of the original variables q and p, the angular 
val'iables Q are immediately related to the normal coordinates or 
pl'ineipal vibrations of tbe sJ'stem 4); the series then reduce to: 

1) Cf. fol' instanee P. S. EpSTEIN, Ann. d. Phys. (4) 51 (1916) pg. 176. 
2) Cf. f. i. E. T. WHI'.rTAKER, Ana!. Dynamics, p. 282. (Cambr. 1(04). 
S) A 2nd edition has appeared in 1917 (nate added in the English translation). 
4) WHITTAKER, J. c. p. 399. 
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qk = qko + 2 a f cos Ql + lJ fl sin Qi 
with analogous expressions for the p7c. 

~ 2. Adiabatie disturbaneet:! of the system. 

. (3) 

As befOl'e we shaH assmne that .during the infinitely slow change 
of the parameters tlle HAMILTONIAN equations for the onginal 
eoordinates and momenta q and p remain valid (see, however, 
below, remal'k 4, a). In order to investigate how the varia bles Q 
and P behave during sueh a process, it is simplest to consider into 
what 'expression fhe differential form: 

~pdq-H(q,p,a)dt ....... (4)" 
changes by tbe transformation from the q, p to the Q, Pi). As 
remarked above this _ transformation is a contact-transformation; 
bence as long as the a are not varied we have: 

~pdq=lJPdQ+dW . ...... (5) 

cnv being the complete differential' of a fllnction of the Q and P, 
whieh mayalso .contain Ihe a. During the variation the a are 
explieitly given functions of the time; the formula (5) bas then to 
be repll1ced by 

\ 

where: 

, da 
2 p dq = 2,' P dQ + F. - dt + DW. 

dt 
. (6) 

aw aw aWda 
.p W = 2 aQ dQ + 2 ap dP + àa dt dt 2) . (7) 

F is a function of Q, Pand a, which - ,if the P have been 
properly ehosen - eOlltains the Q only in the f01'1n of t1'igono
metl'ic functions : 

- F = 2 Cml ..1/1 I c~s i (mi QI + .. ~ mil QIl). • . • (8) 
11 Iszn I 

The proof of this proposition is given in ~ 3. 
Hence the differential expression (4) changes into: 

2 PdQ-IH*(Q,P,a)-F.~ldt+DW. (9)' 
~H* (Q, P, a) is obtained fl·om H (q, p, a) by replaeing the q and p 
by their expansions in trigonometrie series. Now the characteristic 
property of the angulal' variables is that Ri: does not contain the Q. : 

H*= 8*(P,a)3) •... ~ .. (10) 

The eq nations of motion for the Q and Pare the canonieal 
eqllations derived from a HAl\IIL'l'ONIAN fllnction, which is equal to 
the coeffieient of dt in the differential expression (9). 1) 

1) WHITTAKER, I. c. p. 297 . 
• 2) In order to simplify the formulae it is assumed that only one parameter a 

is varied. 
S) WHlTTAKER1 I. c. p. 407. 
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Hence we have for Plc: 

dPlc oF. . [~' , ~sinl ' ] r 
"dt=àQlca=a ~ ±mlc,Cml .111n 1008 (m 1 Ql+···mll Q,,) (11)1) 

If no relations of commensurability exist between the mean motions 
rol of the 0,1 - as is assumed in § 1 - the mean of this expres
sion with respect to the time is zel'O: hence during the variational 
pl'ocess PTc 1'emains zmchanged 2). We have tbus pl'Oved tbat the 
expression'3 winch are "quantizised" by SCHWARZSOHII.D are invariants 
fol' an adlabahc disturbance of the system. 

As acrording to formuht (10) the total enel'gy E = H'* (p, a) only 
depends on the Pand on the parameters, it IS always posslble to fix 
the value of the energy by quantizising the P. 3) 4) -

1) The meaning of ~' is: summation over all + and - values of the m, with 
the exceptIOn of 8tmultaneou8 zero values of all the m. 

2) ThlS may be formulated more exactly as follows: 

For the sake of simphcity suppose ~; to be constant: then by integrating eq. 

(11) term by term (WhlCh IS allowed on account of the umform convergence): 

ó Ek = a [,-.., r,~l' 1/1 IC~Sl (ml Ql + '" mll Q7I)] 10 + T 
k ti sm( 10 

Independently of the value of t the value of the term bet ween [] always 
remains below a finite limit g. Hence: 

On the other hand: 

We thus have: 

IÓPkl <2~ . .9 

óa =~.1' 

óP~ 
Lim. _lc= 0 
T=ao da 

This reasoning al"o applies to the demonstration given in the Ist part of this 
paper (Thel:>e Proceedings, p. 149). 

S) lf the original BAMILTONIAN function H(q,p,a) is aquadratic function of the 
q and p, H*(P,a) wIll be found to be of the form : 

~WTc. Pk + constant. 

Bence if Pk is put equal to nk 2: the total energy of the system is: 

lt ~ 
E = 2.7f ~(I)k .~nk + constant. 

àH'(P,a) . . 
4) It cau be shown that - a 1& equal to the mean wlth respect to the 
- a 

..I> time of the force exerted by the system "in the direction of the parameter a"." 
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,3. Proof of formllla (8). , 
In the expres5ion 2pkdqlc q and iJ are replaced by thei!' expan· 

sions (1);' in differenttating the Q, P, and t are l'egarded as independ. 
ent variables, the parameter a being an explicitly given function 
of t. This gives: 

'5" k k da 2 Pk . dqk = ..... 1 . dQk + 2/2 ' dPk + 1 . - . dt 
1 3 ~ 

J ~ f~, J 3 are FOURlER Reries with respect to the Q. 
As for a = ronstant th is substitntion is a contact transformation, 

we mURt have: 
aw aw 

:2 I~. dQk + 2/~. dPk = 2 Pk dQk + 2 aQk dQk + 2 aPk dPk (12) 

Henre: 

a Wk"" k I cos! 
aQk = - Pk + 11 = - Pk -t 1~(P, a) + ~ 11111 ... 111

11 sin \ (mi Ql + .. ' mllQII) 

and: 

W = 2 (- Pk + 10k) Qk + :E d11l1 .. 111 I c~s! (mIQ\ + " mIlQ,I) 
'I /szn \ 

Furthermore we have: 

a w ay~ adml •. m I cos 1 
aPk =J: = - Qk + :s aPk QI +2 aPk 11 sin \ (mi QI + ... mll QII) 

In f~ the Q 'occur only under sines and cosines; from this it 
follows that the coefiicient of Qk on the Recond side of the equation 
must be ze1'O, and hence: 

Y~ = Pk + 3rk(a)~ 
As the condition (12) determines the Pand Q all but the additive 

constants, it is a)ways possible to include the 3rk(a) in the P. lf 
we suppose this to be the case, we get: 

hence: 

It follows/ that : 

1~=Pkt 

aw 
F=/8-~ , ua 

is a FOURIER se1'ies with 1'espect io the Q, and thus the proposition 
has been proved. 
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Rernal'ks. 
1. If:rek (a) is not made equal to zero by a propel' choice of the 

additive constant of Pk, it will be fonnd th at : 

P" + 3tk (a) = adiabatic invariant. 

2. In many cases the 1\, ran immediately be introdl1ced in sneh 
a way that the quantities :JTk(a) are zero. As examples we may, , 
mention : 

a. systems the HAMILTONIAN fllnction of whirh can be expanded 
arcording to ascending powel's of the q and p, and which are to 
be treated by a method givell by WHITTAKER 1); 

b. systems in whieh the val'Îables can be separated; the P at'e 
then determined by the formulae: 

2.7t' Pk = Ik = phase-integral corresponding to the coordinate qk = 
11k 

== 2 J plc· clqk.~). 
~k 

3. Suppose the P to be determined as assnmed above, so tbat 
W is a pedodie function of the Q (form. 13). If the parameters 
are not varied: 

:2 pl. dqt= ~ Pk. dQk + dW. 
I Tc 

Integl'ating this expression from Qk ---:- 0 to Qk = 2Jt' (Q1 .. Qk-1 
Qk+l .. Qn, PI .. Pn being kept constant), we find: 

Qk=2rr J ~ pdq = 2Jt'Pk= adiabatic invariant. 

Qk=O 

[lf the :rtk (a) have not been inclnded in the P, it is found that: 

Qk=2rr J 2 pdg = 2Jt' (Pk + .7t'k) = adiab. inv. according to l'emal'k 1J. 

Qk=o 

ErsTEIN has given the quantum forll1ulae in a form whieh is 
~qui valent to: 

1) WHITTAKER, l.c. p. 398- 408. 
2) The constants Ek which occur in SCHWARZSCHILD'S formulae (1. c. p. 549, 551; 

see also higher up, form. A), and which are determined by the lhuits of the 
phase-space, are probably connected with the quantities 7rk introdl1ced here; but I 
have not been able so far to find a general proof. -
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QIc=2rr J 2 pdq = nlc • hl) 

Qlc=o 

and is therefore in agreement with the above. 

4. 'rbe following points have stiil to be mentioned: 
a. Probably it wil! be found snfficient that in passing from a = 

ronstant to a = a given fllnetion of the time, the Hamiltonian 
eqllations l'emain unchanged only if we neglect terms of the 2nc1 

and higher orders in ~. This has Jet 10 be im·estigated. 
b. In the present papel' it has been ::ltlpposed that rhe mean motions 

W~ are all incommensul'able. The Wi are, ho wever, fllllctions of the 
parameters. Rence if the a are varied, the W l change too, and theil' 
ratios pas" throngh rational values. It has still to be investigated, 
whe/her this 'may gÏ\ e r15e to difficulties. (Tlds applies also ro the 
demonstrations given in the pl'eceding papers). 

S U M MAR Y. 

If a mechanical system of n degl'ees of freedom possesses solutions 
which ('an be expressed by means of multiple trigonometric series, 
pl'oceeding by the sines and cosines of n anglliar variables, between 
the mean motions of which no relations of eommensurability exist, 
it is possible to determine the canoniral momenta corresponding to 
these angulal' variables_ in such a way that they are adiabatic 
inva1'iants fol' an infimtely slow change of the parameters of the 
system. - (The fact that during an adiabatic distllrbance thè mean 
motions change and that their ratios pass through rational valnes 
has to be further inquired into.) 

1) P. S. EpSTEIN, Verb. d. D. Pbysik. Ges. 18 (1916) p. ~11. 

12 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XX. 


